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W : show that certain upper and lower bounds on the Green function and heat 
kernc4 of a second-order elliptic operator in a bounded region are equivalent, and 
impI:’ a number of apparently stronger bounds. We also show that these bounds are 
equi\ alent to the Harnack inequality except for peculiar regions. and are therefore 
almost always valid. !? 1987 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let !2 be a bounded region in RN and let Q. be the quadratic form on 
Ccx(Q) tletined by 
where tk e self-adjoint real matrix a(x) is measurable and satisfies 
O<3.<o(x)6p<cG (1.1) 
for all XESZ. Then Q0 is closable and the closure is associated with a self- 
adjoint operator H,>O on 1;‘(a), which is given formally by 
with Dilkhlet boundary conditions. Comparison of H, with -A shows 
that H kas compact resolvent. 
We shall assume throughout this paper that Ho satisfies a quadratic form 
inequalil y of the type 
(Hl) H,> cC2 
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where c>O and 
d(x)=min{Ix-yl:y#SZ}. 
This type of bound has been widely investigated, see for example [4, 15, 
and 16, p. 691, and goes back to Hardy. It was proved in [4] under the 
assumption that Sz satisfies a uniform exterior cone condition, but is also 
valid if Sz is non-tangentially accessible in the sense of [14]. 
We next assume that W is a potential on a such that 
(WI 6&Ho+bE-D (1.2) 
for all E > 0 and some fl< zc. By [7] this holds if W= W, + Wz, where 
W, E L.“(Q) for some p > max( 1, N/2) and 
1 W?(X)1 6 a d(x)-’ 
for some 0 < y < 2. We then let H be the self-adjoint operator associated 
with the closure of the form 
Q(f) = Q,(f) + Ia Wfl’ dx 
initially defined on C,? . Since the potential W has form bound zero, we see 
that 
Quad(H) = Quad(H,,) E W$‘, 
and that H satisfies a bound similar to (Hl). We shall always assume that 
the bottom eigenvalue E of H is strictly positive. This is automatic if W= 0 
and can always be arranged by adding a suitable constant to W. We have 
shown in [ 73 by the use of logarithmic Sobolev inequalities that e ~ H’ has a 
kernel K( t, x, y) satisfying 
0 6 K(r, x, J-) d C,f -N.2. 
We shall write G(x, y) for the kernel of KP’, so that 
G(x, y) = j-% K(t, x, y) dt. (1.3) 
0 
In this paper we investigate the consequence of the (equivalent) 
hypotheses 
(H2) There exist c, > 0 and c( > 0 such that 
G(x, ,I) 2 c, d(x)cl d(y)“. 
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(F 3) The (unique) eigenfunction 4 of H corresponding to the eigen- 
value 1: satisfies 
for sonte c2 > 0 when normalized by )1&1 Z = 1. 
We show in Theorem 3 that (H3) implies various upper and lower 
bound? on K( t, x, v). By Theorem 5 these bounds in turn imply (H2). We 
empha:,ize that (H3) and the bounds of Theorems 3 and 5 are not always 
valid for second-order uniformly elliptic operators. For a counterexample 
see [8, Theorem 9.11. Nevertheless we show in Section 4 that for regions 
with weak regularity conditions, and in particular for all regions with 
Lipschitz boundaries, (H3) is equivalent to Harnack’s inequality, and is 
therefo-e true. However, in Sections 2 and 3 we proceed in a more 
axioma tic spirit. In particular we do not use the Harnack inequality until 
Section 4. 
LEMPIA 1. (H2) implies (H3). 
ProqC IfO<II/EL’and Il/#O then (H2) implies 
H.‘@c,(ll/,d”)d (1.4) 
where :$, d”) > 0. Therefore HP ’ is irreducible and the eigenvalue E has 
multiplicity one [S, p. 1741. Putting II/ = 4 in (1.4) now yields (H3). 
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Throughout this section we assume that (Hl) and (H3) are valid. We 
shall U:,e logarithmic Sobolev inequalities as in [6, 7, 81 to obtain upper 
bounds on the heat kernel K. We start by defining the operator i? on 
L’(Q, qz ci.~) by 
A= u+(H- E) (I 
where U: L’(Q, 4’d.x) + L’(Q, d,u) is the unitary operator Uf =qkf A 
formal computation shows that i7 is associated with the quadratic form 
but we shall not attempt to specify a domain on which this is rigorously 
valid. Since @l = 0 and e ~A’ has the nonnegative kernel 
f?((t, x, y) = eErK(t, x, y)/d(-u) 4(y) (2.1) 
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we see as in [8] that 
for all f~ f.“(S, 4’ dx), all 1 < p < E# and all t > 0. 
Our first lemma is a slight generalization and improvement of 
Theorem 13 of [ 71. 
LEMMA 2. There exists c < m such that 
O~K(t,s,~)6cmax(l,t~‘“+N’2’)~(~~)~(~)e~Ef 
for all 0 < t < cc. 
Proof We follow [6, 83 closely. If 0 <f E CL then 
J .f’log(fl~~~~~~~~~f,f~+B~~~llfll:+ Ilfll:wlfl/2 R 
for all 0 <E < 1, where 
j(&)=a,-(T+t)logc 
by arguments of [S, Theorems 5.1 and 9.31. This implies 
for all 0 6 g E Quad(R) and all 0 < E < 1. Hence 
s ( gp log g) 4’ d.x R 
2P(E) <E(lTg, gp-I)+- p II gll :: + II g/l ; logIl gllp (2.2) 
forallOdgEG?andO<s<l and2<p<m, where 
cJ?= (J e-“‘L” 
r>o 
by [ 19; 17, p. 1831. Putting E(P) = 2t/p in [8, Theorem 4.21 we now obtain 
Ilee “II x.2Ge 
M(r) 
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for 0 < t d 1 where 
M(t) = s”: 2/I(2t/p)/p dp = a, - 
2 
while if 2 < t < ccl we have 
lWA’II r., 6 ll~-~II,,,lI ~A~r~2~I12.211~~t7112., dc. 
Hence. 
O<R(t,x, ~)6 I]eCii’/I,,., 6cmax(l, tr’U+.V2’) 
for all 0 < t < ixj. We finally apply (2.1) to complete the proof. 
Notr. This bound is optimal as t -+ cc since 
K(t, x, y) -4(.x) d(y) e mEr 
as t + x8 to leading order in operator norm. 
THEOREM 3. If b > 0 then there exists cci < cc such that 
O<K(t,s, y)<c,max(l, t~‘“+‘“‘2’)~(S)~(y)e~“’ 
xexp(-(x-r’)‘/4p(1+6)t) 
for all 3 < t < m and x, 1’ E Q. 
(2.3) 
Proqf: Since 52 is bounded this estimate is implies by that of Lemma 2 if 
t 3 1, s3 we assume 0 < t < 1. We follow [6] in that we prove suitable Lp 
logaritlrmic inequalities for 
where 
and 7 E IX”. The basic ingredient in the proof is to combine (2.2) with 
<fig, g’-‘) G2(& g”-‘) +~~2pllgll; 
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which is proved essentially as in [6, Lemma 11. This leads to the bound 
where 
and hence to 
HE, PI = 2P(~PVP + +/q2p 
ll$ - ‘e-a’*ll x,2<a6t- (N;4+z!2) (1+6)&r e 
as in [6, Theorem 31. Replacing y by -7, taking adjoints and multiplying 
leads to 
O,<$(x-‘R(t, x, y) 11/(y)< Il~~‘e~Rr$llw., 
~C~f~(OL+N~2,e11+~,~~*r 
for all 0 < t < 1, or equivalently 
06 K(t, I, j,)<cgtp”+NN:2’&x) fj(,v) eN(r.X.r’ 
where 
Finally putting 
N(?c, y, t) = 1’. (x - y) + ( 1 + 6) #q2t. 
}’ - x 
‘=2p(1+6) t 
yields 
N(x, y, t) = - 
(x-Jq2 
4p(1+6)t 
as required to complete the proof. 
We complement his by a fairly easy lower bound. 
PROPOSITION 4. If 6 > 0 and t is large enough then 
K(t,?r,-~)~(l--G)~(x)~(J!)e~~‘. 
Proof: This is equivalent to 
~((t,.u,y)~l-6 
(2.4) 
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and is proved in [7, Theorem 61. See also [S], where however the 
Harnacc inequality is used. 
It is fairly easy to show that (H2) is a consequence of Proposition 4. 
Howevc r we can also obtain an upper bound on G(.u, J) from Theorem 3, 
so that the lower bound (H2) implies an upper bound of a similar 
charact’zr! 
THEOREM 5. There exist constants bi > 0 such that 
for all .:, y E Q. 
Proo, 1 From (1.3) and (2.4) we obtain 
G(J.,JI)~~~ (l-s)~(~)~(1’)e-“‘dt=E~‘(l-6)e~“~~(~)~(1’). 
r 
If N> Z. then from (1.3) and (2.3) we obtain 
G(.u, y) < -[ c t ~,1+,v.21~(.~)~(~)e~‘.‘~-‘.)2.8yldt 
=c,eu-J’l -1.1’+2a-21 8(,y)((~,)j-ox s- (x+,V2,,-I S/IS& 
where the integral is finite. If N = I then the Sturm-Liouville theory gives 
the required result directly, and moreover shows that (H2) always holds 
with c( := 1, under the sole hypothesis (1.1). 
3. SOME STRONGER HYPOTHESES 
In this section we study further the special case of the previous theory 
where one has o! = 1 in (H2) or (H3). 
If Q las C’.’ boundary and H has Hiilder continuous coefficients then it 
was shown by Hueber [12, 131 that one has the very strong bounds 
c-‘B(x, y)dG(x, y)<cB(x, y) (3.1) 
for all .c, y E 52 where 
(3.2 
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and we assume that Na 3; we comment hat the hypotheses of [ 12, 131 are 
not fully compatible with ours because they do not take H to be in 
divergence form, and do not assume H to be self-adjoint. Since 
B(.u, y) > diam(S2))‘v d(x) d(y) 
we see that (H3) holds with c(= I in these circumstances. In [12, 131 it is 
assumed in particular that W is Holder continuous. Zhao [20] also 
obtains the bounds (4.1) when N > 3, H, = - A and H = H, + W for some 
WE &, a class of potentials which can have slightly stronger singularities 
in the interior of Q than is allowed by (1.2), but does not accommodate 
such strong singularities on dQ. In this context the following result is 
relevant. 
THEOREM 6. Under the assumption (H 1) a bound of the form 
co ’ d(x) d(y) 6 G(x, y) < c,B(x, I’) (3.3) 
is equivalent to a bound of the form 
c,‘d(x)<&x)<c, d(x). (3.4) 
Proof: The proof that (3.3) implies (3.4) uses Lemma 1 with ct = 1 and 
Theorem 8 below with f = 4. The reverse implication is a particular case of 
Theorem 5, combined with the bound 
O<G(x, ~‘)6c,lx-yI -‘N-2’ 
which follows from Theorem 7 of [6]. 
Conjecture 7. We expect that (3.4) is actually equivalent to (3.1) if 
N>, 3. 
We next prove a boundary Sobolev lemma which can be compared with 
Corollary 9.4 of [8]. 
THEOREM 8. If 
0 < G(x, y) < cB(x, y) 
where B is given by (4.2), then 
IH-‘fCx)l Gc, d(x)llfll, 
for allf~L"(Q). 
580 71 ‘l-7 
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ProqC We follow an idea of [ 11. If d(y) Q 2 d(.u) then 
while if d(y)>2d(x) then 
(x-y1 ad(y)-d(x)>fd(y) 
SO 
From t re bound 
O<G(x, y)<d(x) h(x-y) 
which v/e have just proved with 
if 1~1 d diam 52 
otherwise 
we dediice that 
We next comment that the hypotheses of [ 12, 131 can be considerably 
weakenl:d if one only wants to prove (3.4). We only treat the case where 
Q=(xIxl<l) 
explicitly, but it will be evident that our results can be extended to regions 
Q with smooth boundary. Our conditions and conclusions are related to 
but strcnger than those of [3,9]. 
Let E z 0 and let p > 0 be a C’ radial function on Q such that P(X) = 1 if 
r<l-r andp(s)=c(l-r)if l-&/2<r<l, wherer=Ixl,so that 
c;~’ d(x) d p(x) < c, d(x) 
for all .\ EQ. Assume that a&x) satisfies (1.1) and that r > 1 --E implies 
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where 0 <a < 1. It is then a simple matter of computation to verify that 
for all x E Q, in particular no conditions on a&x) except ( 1.1) are needed 
for 1.~1 < 1 -E. We deduce that 
(L.,+ up=0 
where the potential V= - (L,p)/p satisfies 
IV(x)l 6c,d(x-‘-m. 
THEOREM 9. Under the above conditions there exists c > 0 such that the 
ground state IP qf H satisfies 
c-‘d(x)<&x)<cd(x). (3.5) 
Proof, We compare the operators K, and K, on L2(Q, p2 d-y) 
associated with the quadratic forms 
initially defined on Cp. The operator K, has K, 1 = 0 and the semigroup 
e PK1’ is ultracontractive by the usual arguments. By Corollary 9 of [7] we 
see that the ground state & of K, satisfies 
for all x E 52. But 
0 < c; ’ 6 q&(x) < c-5 < a3 
H= U-lK,U 
where the unitary operator U: L’(Q, dx) -L2(Q, p2 dx) is defined by 
Uf = p ~ ‘J Therefore the ground state IP = p d2 of H satisfies 
c; ‘p(-u) d d(x) < c,p(x) 
which implies (3.5). 
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4. THE HARNACK INEQUALITY 
It is :cnown [2, 10, 11, 14, 181 that the Harnack inequality is valid under 
the ~011: condition ( 1.1). We next show that one may deduce (H3) from 
this, pr lvided Q satisfies the following condition, which holds in particular 
for donlains with Lipschitz boundaries. 
(H4) We assume that there exists a E Q such that if x E Q and 
then th :re is a chain of points a, E Q for 1 < r < n, with a, = a and a,, = x, 
and a s#:quence of balls B, with centres a, and radii pr such that B, c Q and 
for all r. 
The bllowing theorem was communicated to us privately by Ancona 
and Sirron, and may be compared with [S, Theorem 7.21. 
THEOREM 10. If Q satisfies (H4) rhen (H2) and (H3) are uak’. 
Proo, 1 By the Harnack inequality for the ball B, ther exists a constant c 
indeper dent of r such that 0 < c < 1 and 
This implies 
6(X) 2 C” -‘d(a) = e-l”+ “““““‘~(a)~e~~“‘“~~~(a) =d(x)V(a) 
where 
x = ilog cl/log 2 > 0. 
Becattse the general Harnack inequality is not elementary, we continue 
by shovring that is is a consequence of (H3) plus one minor regularity con- 
dition. By virtue of Theorem 9, this provides a new proof of Harnack’s 
inequall ty applicable to a fairly large class of second-order elliptic 
operators. 
Our extra regularity condition is 
(=I lim 4(x) = 0 I + al2 
and is tsed in the proof of the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 11. If t+b ELM and V$ E L’(Q) and lt+bl <cq5 for some c>O, 
then there exist tin E CT such that I[$,, - $11 2 + 0, I( H”‘(II/, - t+b)II z + 0 and 
lIt+b,II 1c 6 cllf& for all n. In particular 
II/ E Quad(H) E Wkz. 
Proof We put r,, = g(nq4) ~5 where 
g(s)= 2s-1 if +6s< 1 
/ 
0 if Ods<+ 
1 if lds<cc 
so that lit,, - @II z -+ 0. Moreover 5,, has compact support in Q and 
ll~,,ll x 6 cll&l x. We see that 
SO 
Ilv$--V~,ll~42~ II-g(nd)l’IV$l’d.x R 
+2 s l2($/4) V41z d.u I;2<n@< I 
62 s IV$I’dx+kk’j IW’dx n$< I 1:2<ng< I 
which converges to zero as n -+ a. Since 5, has compact support we may 
approximate t,, by II/,, E C,= using a standard mollifier argument. 
THEOREM 12. Let O<ueL”(R), VUEL’(Q), and Lu=O in Sz where L 
is the weak differential operator 
bt,ifhout boundar)’ conditions. If (H 1 ), (H3), and (H5) hold rhen there exist 
c~< x8 such that 
.for all x, y in the compact set KG Q. 
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Proq: This has some similarities with the proof of Theorem 1 of [ 181. 
See ak [lo]. We first recall from [7] that there exists k>O such that 
where I# and q& are the ground states of H and Ho respectively. Therefore 
(H5) al:;0 holds with q4 replaced by &. If we define ,f: R -+ R by 
1 if 321 
1-$(1-s)’ if f<s< 1 
3s if s<+ 
then U, :=,f(dO/.e) u satisfies 
Hence u,~Quad(H) by Lemma 1 I. Also 
= -~~~f”(~o/&)ku-&~!f’(~~/~)I7=~, 
where 
and 
We conclude that g, E L’(Q) and that 
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for all $ E CF. By Lemma 11 the same holds for all $ E Quad Z-I such that 
111/l d cq5 for some c. Putting + = H-*5 where < E Cca we obtain 
(ucr i’) = (H”*u,, HI!*<) = (g,, H-l<). 
Since i is arbitrary subject to r E CF we deduce that 
where 
A(E)= {I’:E/26q50(y)<E}: 
B(E)= (J*:&(y)<&}. 
Given the compact set K assume that x E K implies &(x) B c, > 0, and that 
F < cJ2. Then by Section 2 there exists cK such that XE K and J’E B(E) 
implies 
Hence 
which converges to zero as E + 0 since h E L’(R). Therefore x E K implies 
u(x)=; j G(x, yjk(yjuo’)dy+o(I). (4.2) 
A(E) 
Applying (4.1) we obtain 
cjy ‘I(&, u) < u(x) + o( 1) d CKI(E, 2.4) 
where 
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If x, ZE K it follows that 
u(x) < c$l(z) + o( 1) 
and the theorem follows by letting E + 0. 
We finally prove a boundary representation formula which is a very 
special case of results in [2, 9, 143. If 52 has smooth boundary and (3.4) 
below holds, then it may be seen that the measure p of Corollary 13 has 
boundec density with respect o surface measure. 
COROI.LARY 13. There exists a measure p on iX2 such that if the solution 
u>O of Or=0 is continuous on a then 
(4.3) 
where 0,; C(B). Applying (4.2) to the particular case u = 1 we see that 
I pu, (cll,~) = 1 + o( 1 ). 
Therefor: there exists a measure p.Y on ?X2 which is a weak limit point of 
pE,.\. as E +O, and this measure has the property 
The bou -rd (4.1) on G(x, ~9) implies 
CK2Pc,; G PF,.i G &P,,; 
for any :‘, z E K, and taking limits yields 
-2 (‘K p, d p.y 9 cf&;. 
If we fix 2 E K and put 1~ = ,uL, then (3.4) implies 
(4.4) 
where M satisfies (4.3) as required. 
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